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Strategic Ministry Review 

The mission of All Souls Episcopal Church is to be a Christ-centered sanctuary where a diverse 

community worships and serves. We live this mission through faithful celebration of the 

Eucharist, Christian education, and loving nurture of both members and neighbors.  

The purpose of a Strategic Ministry Review (SMR) is to discern and document where a church 

body is living into its mission fully and where there may be opportunities to more richly do what 

God calls the church to do. SMRs are not rector reviews or staff performance reviews. SMRs 

document a church’s ministry and mission in a holistic way—noting the efforts and impact of the 

rector, staff, lay leadership, and the wider congregation. It is also important to note that SMRs 

are not strategic plans. Think of an SMR as a physical examination to assess your health at a 

point in time. The strategic planning process is akin to forming the health treatment or 

maintenance plan based on the information gathered during the physical. SMRs take stock of 

what is happening and ask the reader to consider what may need to stop, start, or continue. 

Strategic plans use those considerations to create action steps that tie resources to time-related 

goals. Additionally, SMR teams are often limited to lay leadership and clergy while strategic 

planning committees include representatives from a wide variety of constituencies. 

As you read and prayerfully contemplate this report, you may encounter perspectives that differ 

from your own experience. Please consider that situations are experienced differently and that 

differences in experience may color individual narratives.  

Process and SMR Team 

Established by the vestry in January 2020, the SMR team was chaired by former senior warden 

and current treasurer David Hollis and included current wardens Dale Lewis and Greg Lebel, 

Father Jadon Hartsuff, and vestry members Kevin LeGrand, Jim Lewis, Heidi Rasciner, and 

Wynsor Taylor. Members of the committee represent diversity of gender, orientation, age, and 

tenure in the parish, with most having been at All Souls for 10+ years. To inform its process, the 

team reviewed ministry review guidance from multiple sources and consulted the Rev. Dr. 

Robert Phillips, canon for leadership development and congregational care. In early June, the 

SMR team forwarded its draft report to the full vestry for subsequent conversation, facilitated by 

Rev. Nathan Kirkpatrick, managing director of the church think-tank Alban at Duke University 

Divinity School, who had facilitated a strategic planning retreat with the vestry in 2017. 

 

The team was charged to evaluate activities from 2016 to the present—considering historical 

patterns where appropriate—in the areas of worship, congregational care, programs, fellowship, 

administration and financial management, leadership, communication, and resilience. The team 

used a variety of resources in its data collection and analysis. These materials included parish 

surveys and profiles, program guidebooks, vestry minutes, committee and financial reports, 
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event attendance figures, and historical documents. A list of select reference materials is 

included in Appendix D. All Souls church history prior to 2016 is presented as Appendix A. This 

report summarizes the SMR team’s observations and offers guiding questions for the reader as 

well as a future strategic planning committee. 

Recent and Current Context 

Our eighth and current rector, the third consecutive openly gay male rector, arrived in December 

2016. The wardens and vestry who called him identified several priorities for his first few years: 

leave the worship style essentially unchanged so as not to incite new conflict around an area of 

perceived unity; start as much new programming as possible to attract new folks and respond to 

weaker areas of parish life based on a Renewal Works survey; improve parish administration; 

and be present at as many parish activities as possible. While many in the parish were warm and 

welcoming, a few drew comparisons to the sixth rector. Additionally, soon after arriving, the 

eighth rector began to learn more about recent discord in the parish and experienced some 

resistance to his leadership style. Perhaps for many parishioners, almost any incoming priest 

would be a poor replacement for the sixth rector. Nevertheless, with the support of the wardens 

and vestry he began working on their immediate priorities, bringing on new staff and launching 

or renewing programs and initiatives (see Appendix B) in response to expressed desires from the 

parish, while working to surface and name conflicts from the 2016 interim period, which were 

then and continue to be sore spots for some in the parish. He has welcomed visitors and new 

members, met the pastoral needs of parishioners, attended carefully to worship, music, and 

liturgy, improved All Souls’ record keeping, engaged directly in stewardship of assets, and 

sought additional funding sources.  

The 2016 All Souls Parish Profile states “our lay leadership has taken significant responsibility 

in recent years and we no longer view ourselves as a rector-centric parish.” The results of our 

recent Holy Cow! assessment, fielded in November 2019, indicate that assertion may not be as 

true as we would like. We are at the high end of rector focus among the 2,000+ churches in the 

Holy Cow! database. While many of our legacy and newer initiatives are experiencing new or 

renewed vigor or growth, morale in the parish is still relatively low, overall. Our Holy Cow! 

assessment identified both low energy and low satisfaction. An Unstuck Church assessment 

taken by vestry members in early 2019 identified the parish as being in a downward maintenance 

or preservation phase of its life cycle, suggesting the need for change in order to cycle back to 

growth and sustained health.  

Governance and leadership, historical areas of concern at All Souls with over-reliance on a few 

committed persons and the rector, again provide current opportunities for improvement. Over the 

last three years parish leaders have not always been consistent about the level of decisiveness 

and control necessary from clergy. While a committee structure existed on paper as recently as 

three years ago, it is not clear that those committees functioned. Most have ceased to exist from 

lack of lay leadership. The rector, staff, and a very small group of individual parish officers and 

lay leaders accomplish most of the administrative and programmatic work. Many ministries at 

All Souls are “ministries of one” with the predictable related problems of burn-out, lack of 

coordination, and difficulty engaging new members or leaders. 
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A meaningful number of long-standing members have left the parish over the last 3-5 years for a 

variety of reasons including conflicts during the 2016 interim period and insufficiently positive 

attitudes toward the eighth rector. Additionally, while All Souls garners significant visitor and 

newcomer traffic, retaining and incorporating new members into the parish is challenging in this 

environment. 

Looking beyond our own walls and congregation, we note that the context in which All Souls 

finds itself in 2020 is vastly different from the 1990s and 2000s. Being welcoming to lesbians 

and gays is no longer a mark of distinction as other Episcopal and non-Episcopal churches in our 

area now have vibrant LGBTQ communities. Furthermore, Christian churches have faced 

declining church membership and attendance (see Appendix C). While our own attendance has 

seen ups and downs over the past twelve years, our trend line is on track with the aggregate of 

our diocese (see Appendix C).  Preliminary figures show our average Sunday attendance holding 

statistically steady in the last twelve to eighteen months. 

With the challenges of being church post-Covid-19 added to the downward trends in mainline 

Christianity overall, now is the time for All Souls to address its challenges with care and candor. 

This report is intended not as a final step but as a next step in that endeavor.  

Experiencing All Souls Episcopal Church 

A central aim of a strategic ministry review is to discern how well a church, through its clergy 

and lay leaders, is fulfilling its mission. Churches fulfill their missions by providing spiritually 

formative and ministry-delivering experiences. We now explore All Souls from the perspective 

of how it is experienced – mostly by parishioners, but also by the community and those who 

benefit from its service efforts.  

Eucharistic Services 

The All Souls worship services at 8:30 and 11:00 on Sunday mornings, noon on Wednesdays, 

and 7:15 on Thursday mornings (currently on hiatus due to COVID-19) are the key services 

being addressed, though we also consider any service that includes Holy Eucharist. 

There seems to be a decreasing sense of satisfaction around the liturgical style and norms that 

have been in place at All Souls for nearly thirty years. Our Holy Cow! survey revealed that this 

is an area we need to focus on, though it did not provide clarity beyond confirming that our 

parishioner’s many different views. Our current rector has maintained most of All Souls’ 

liturgical customs while seeking alignment with the BCP. He has resisted requests for liturgical 

changes by a vocal minority of voices (e.g., Rite II, omitting the creed, gender neutral language, 

preaching location, music quantity, and style). Preserving the language and style of Rite I, he has 

sought delicate ways to introduce variety through seasonal changes to service music, creeds, 

prayers of the people, Eucharistic prayers, blessings, etc. He has made a conscious effort to 

address and explain liturgical changes prior to enacting them and has discussed any changes with 

the wardens if not the entire vestry. Changes to things like liturgical furnishings (e.g., altar 

hangings, use of missal stand) have elicited some strong reactions, and the rector has tried to be 

especially sensitive, for instance to people who have donated such items. Some liturgical 

changes have been difficult for the acolytes to keep up with, although some of these have been 
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beyond the rector’s control, stemming from a reduced roster of acolytes as well as some younger 

acolytes who are less consistent in their participation. 

Lay leaders seem to be as divided in their liturgical desires and opinions as the congregation. But 

some lay leaders seem unwilling to defend our rector’s attempts to respond either to requests for 

change or requests not to, even when the rector has discussed and shared the decision-making 

with parish leadership. 

Preaching by the rector is a source of dissatisfaction for some parishioners, though others are 

pleased with his homilies or at least not displeased. In 

response, he has increased the frequency of preaching by 

assisting clergy. Additionally, he has worked to balance 

male and female voices among lay and ordained 

liturgical ministers and has invited guest preachers and 

other special guests. Still, some parishioners feel 

sermons at All Souls are not engaging and do not draw 

people to attend services. To please All Souls 

parishioners on preaching content is a particularly difficult challenge. For example, the “Every 

Member Canvass” in 2018 revealed that parishioners have opposing views as to the acceptability 

of social justice content or content that could be considered political. Parishioners’ diversity of 

viewpoints was echoed in the November 2019 Holy Cow! assessment. 

Under enormous challenges (and suffering with COVID-19 himself), the rector provided a 

meaningful opportunity to worship together through Lent, the Triduum, and Easter. The rector 

has spearheaded the efforts to plan, prepare, and deliver virtual services of excellent quality 

through the entire pandemic. 

We must consider the continuation and structure of our weekday services, and the amount of 

time our rector can or should give to conduct and prepare for them, in relationship to his overall 

workload. If weekday services are to continue, changes to them may make them more inviting 

and accessible. 

Some have suggested a small liturgy/worship committee be formed to consult on liturgical 

matters and, perhaps more importantly, better solicit any liturgical desires and decisions. This 

may help address the Holy Cow! finding that few members agree that the laity work with the 

rector in planning and leading worship. Parishioners could interact with committee members to 

engage in the development of a liturgy that nourishes them, though giving everybody exactly 

what they want is clearly impossible, based on the diversity of opinions in the parish. 

It was also suggested that the rector have someone or a small group to serve as a sounding board 

for homilies and provide constructive suggestions. Past feedback from critical parishioners has 

not always been delivered kindly or constructively and has caused some defensiveness on the 

rector’s part. 

Non-Eucharistic Gatherings and Service Opportunities 

In addition to Eucharistic services, members of the All Souls community come together for:  

How do we instill greater tolerance 

for differing sermon content? How  

do we as a community open 

ourselves to our homilists’ efforts to 

deliver messages that aid our 

journey in Christ? 
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• Fellowship (e.g., breakfast/coffee hours, church-wide dinners/receptions, Women’s 

Group, Episcopal Men’s Fellowship, Wise & Mature Luncheons, 20s & 30s events, and 

Foyer Dinners) 

• Formation (e.g., adult forums, poetry night, Education for Ministry, catechumenate, small 

groups, reading with the rector selections, children’s programs) 

• Communal prayer (prayer groups/chains, yoga classes and evening prayer services, Holy 

Hikes) 

• Parish family meetings (discussions of church affairs transparently with parishioners) 

• Service opportunities 

Fellowship opportunities at All Souls are generally led by devoted lay persons. The Foyer 

Dinner program is credited as a principal builder of fellowship 

and community over the years. Affinity gatherings, such as 

those for Episcopal Men’s Fellowship, Women of All Souls, 

Wise and Mature, and 20s & 30s, are generally well attended, 

including by lay parish leaders. The existence of gender-defined 

groups is itself an irritation to some. 

Leadership of fellowship opportunities seems thinly benched. Persons willing to plan events, set 

up, furnish and prepare food, and clean up are not always forthcoming. Breakfast and coffee hour 

receptions, though popular, are not always subscribed. Parish-wide parties, which were popular 

in years past, are now almost nonexistent. An opportunity exists for our community to be more 

welcoming to newcomers, especially after the 11AM service, even as we take joy in 

reconnecting with friends. 

The formation opportunities for adults in recent years extending back into the sixth rector’s 

tenure have been largely rector-centric, though All Souls has historically relied more heavily on 

lay leaders to plan and deliver Christian formation content. The content of the Sunday Adult 

Forums as planned by the rector has increased attendance from a handful to often two dozen or 

more. A series of homilies and Adult Forums in the summer of 2017 focusing on Brian 

McLaren’s The Great Spiritual Migration was particularly vibrant and well-attended. This and 

other sessions (e.g., Celtic Spirituality, the Rule of St. 

Benedict, and Thankfulness) addressed issues facing the 

world and our church family. These were thoughtfully 

prepared, well-presented, and well-received drawing 

many engaged participants. A weeknight Lenten series on 

Jesus and the Disinherited by Howard Thurman, led by 

the curate, was also well attended. In the last year the 

rector and curate have initiated new small group offerings, with more than 25 people 

participating in one of five monthly groups over the last year. A monthly poetry night was 

relaunched in 2018 after years of dormancy and a new, weekly, Education for Ministry group 

was formed. 

Are other affinity groups 

needed? What is the interest 

in and willingness to host 

parish-wide events?  

How can we help our members 

further explore and discover their 

gifts? Is this a way to build 

leadership? How do we support 

new leaders?  
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Youth formation has long been a source of struggles for All Souls as we appear to lack the 

overall size and lay leadership to support comprehensive programs, yet we have parents who 

seek greater offerings. Since at least the 1990s, it has not been unusual for families to depart All 

Souls to partake in more comprehensive children’s programs at larger parishes nearby. In 2017 a 

part time formation leader was hired to offer professional oversight of our children’s 

programming while also contributing to expanded adult offerings. Since then participation in 

children’s Sunday School has increased both in the number of children and in the consistency of 

their participation. 

All Souls offers various opportunities to participate in communal prayer. Sunday evening yoga 

and prayer, and the Wednesday and Friday evening reflections appear to fulfill a yearning by 

participants; the yoga practice (initially funded by the Innovation Hub grant) particularly reaches 

folks who do not otherwise attend All Souls. 

Parish family meetings that usually take place in the time slot of Adult Forums (and have 

continued online during COVID-19) have brought much greater transparency to parishioners 

about matters such as our finances, the state of our assets, our initiatives, and the rector’s 

acceptance into the Navy Reserve. 

All Souls provides communal service opportunities to serve persons and communities in need 

through a variety of programs including ongoing volunteer activities such as with Christ House, 

Samaritan Ministry of Greater Washington, the Christmas gift tree, backpacks for school 

children, and St. Mary’s Court. Additionally, “volunteer days” bring parishioners together for 

group projects both inside and outside our church. 

New opportunities to serve have come through the Cuba Initiative, helping to resettle a refugee 

family (a three-parish partnership that could be a good model for some future programs), and 

Innovation Hub initiatives such as providing dinners for nearby interns and hosting Mardi Gras 

parties for the neighborhood in 2019 and 2020.  

Sponsorship of a new BSA troop for girls has provided opportunities for support and interaction 

by all parishioners. The rector’s involvement has been noted with great appreciation. 

Some of our programs are structured around three areas of priority – Care, Serve, Grow – that 

came about through the rector’s careful efforts to hear “the 

various senses of purpose and energy people are bringing to 

All Souls” (see All Souls Weekly, April 16 & 23, 2017). 

However, the taxonomy is not comprehensive and might 

benefit from further review. 

The speed at which programs have been initiated has caused concern and confusion for some 

parishioners while others have embraced new ideas/programs. Some elder members have 

expressed a feeling of being left out. Intentional trials or experiments (largely related to the 

Innovation Hub grant) have been interpreted by some as random or half-baked, which may point 

to insufficient communication. The rector’s approach to managing the rapidly expanded 

programmatic affairs of the parish seems to have offended some whose ideas or personal 

ministries have not been given as much attention or autonomy as they would like or experienced 

When should we revisit program 

structure or mission statement?  
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previously. All this has been compounded both by significant staff turnover in the last few years. 

Furthermore, the curate, who was hired specifically to support the expansion of the parish’s 

programmatic life, has been interrupted by unexpected and extended medical absences, which 

have left some new programs less well supported than originally planned. 

Individual Experiences 

The rector and assisting clergy attentively handle pastoral care. The rector responds promptly to 

known pastoral care needs with calls or visits (prior to COVID-19). Funerals are planned with 

care and attention to each family’s needs; comments from the canvass and assessment indicate 

particular appreciation for funeral liturgies and homilies.  

Clergy presence in groups and gatherings allows a great deal of informal and impromptu pastoral 

care. Clergy and staff actively seek out one-on-one meetings for existing parishioners and 

newcomers who express a desire for pastoral conversation. Our volunteer assisting priest 

provides pastoral care for members of the women’s group and helps visit parishioners in 

hospitals. The music director engages choir members pastorally and our Christian formation 

leader tends to parents and families pastorally; both have been proactive about reaching out 

during the closure of the church resulting from COVID-19.  

In addition to providing pastoral care to parishioners, All Souls encourages parishioners to offer 

one another care through ministries for intercessory prayer, healing prayer, and by making needs 

known so that fellow parishioners may be supportive. The All Souls Care card ministry (which 

helps parishioners express care for each other and learn what is happening with fellow 

parishioners) and the baptism anniversary card programs are led (with support from the rector) 

by lay persons dedicated to these expressions of pastoral care. Other parishioners engage in 

prayer and baptismal knitting ministries. 

The institution of vestry/leader calls to all parishioners 

in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic was an 

important ministry. It continues to identify parishioners 

who might need ongoing contact and support. 

Communications 

People, whether parishioners or not, also experience All Souls through our website, emails, 

social media, physical letters, and The Weekly. The website was overhauled by the rector in 2017 

and offers a clean, direct interface. It is kept up to date by the rector and our parish coordinator, 

who also solicit and prepare content for The Weekly. The rector prepares well-written reflections 

approximately monthly and works with a lay leader to curate and solicit writings from staff and 

parishioners for other times, as a way of featuring more voices and stories from the parish. The 

vestry and the rector have endeavored over the past couple of years to be more proactive in 

communicating with the parish community. The rector has engaged a graphic designer to 

produce externally focused promotional collateral and has worked closely with parish staff to 

bring more graphic material and professional layout to the weekly newsletter. Our Facebook 

page has long been managed by a lay leader, and our Instagram page has recently been 

relaunched by a new lay leader who is curating compelling new content there. 

Expand this form of in-reach care? 

Draw members to this ministry?  
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Stewardship of Assets  

Exploring the stewardship of assets provides another important perspective from which to review 

the strategic ministry of a church. Here we look at the care of our buildings and grounds as well 

as our record keeping, archives, office technologies, and processes.  

Buildings and Grounds 

While we have accomplished some key updates and repairs (e.g., new gutters and downspouts 

where needed, repairs to the parking lot doors, installation of new sod and other improvements to 

the grounds) and have witnessed some apparent successes (e.g., abatement of flooding in the 

nursery through waterproofing and installation of a sump pump, repairs to the parking lot 

drainage system), we still face a number of challenges in the coming years (e.g., replacing our 

antiquated HVAC system, asbestos removal on the lower level, replacement of old, seriously 

inefficient single-pane windows in the office wing, replacement of our 100-year-old slate roof). 

This will require focused, energetic, and creative attention from both a buildings and grounds 

perspective as well as from a stewardship perspective. This effort will, of course, depend upon 

the active and ongoing commitment of both parish leaders and the parish at-large. Efforts in the 

recent past have been primarily managed by the rector and wardens, which has consumed a great 

deal of their time and/or limited input from and engagement with other interested parishioners. A 

functioning buildings and grounds committee is needed.  

The rector-initiated recent discussions about a possible daycare 

program demonstrate the potential to balance some of the 

costs/liabilities of an aging physical plant (i.e., buildings, 

structures, major systems) with potential income generation by 

using space that otherwise would be empty much of the week. 

The pursuit of a D.C. government grant to partially fund the 

necessary renovation work is an example of innovative thinking to meet the financial challenges 

facing most churches. 

All Souls was able to come together in 2013 to 2015 to conduct a major construction project—

the addition of the accessibility wing with elevator, two ADA-compliant restrooms, patio and 

garden space directly accessible from the undercroft, and other space. That success suggests All 

Souls was, at the time, a healthier organization than sometimes acknowledged, although 

naturally, the project was not without controversy. The identification 

of 23 ambassadors in a visioning process may have aided two-way 

communications with parishioners and helped keep the All Souls 

community cohesive. Complaints were voiced about matters such as 

funding from the endowment. During the discernment, planning, and 

construction of the addition, some repairs and maintenance of 

structures and systems intentionally did not take place.  

Records, Archives, Technologies, and Processes   

Following the departure of the long-time administrator, the rector did much All Souls 

administrative work himself in 2019 while he, the wardens, and treasurer looked deeply at parish 

In addition to this, the PPP 

loan, and the Innovation 

Hub Grant, what funding 

sources may exist?  

When else might 

ambassadors aid 

cohesiveness and 

transparency?  
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administration to understand All Souls’ true needs. Cost-saving initiatives included bookkeeper 

service, pursuit of rebates on water bills, successful return of funds from D.C. government post-

construction, and contracts with new vendors for snow removal and cleaning. The rector and 

treasurer rapidly applied for and doggedly pursued a Small Business Administration Payroll 

Protection Program loan to help alleviate some budgetary concerns created by the COVID-19 

pandemic.  

In 2017, the rector identified discrepancies and inadequacies in the parish’s legal incorporation 

and resolved them with the help of the diocese. Additionally, the rector secured matching funds 

from the diocese to add an assisting priest to the payroll for a period of two years.  

The rector has greatly improved All Souls’ parochial record keeping, which had suffered in the 

years leading to his arrival with certain important records, such as baptisms, not being kept. He 

and the vestry also work to keep abreast of regular vestry responsibilities, like appointing lay 

delegates to diocesan convention and keeping track of term limits for lay delegates.  

An independent review of internal controls resulted in new money 

handling procedures and installation of a sturdy safe with one-way 

hatch to increase security of weekly offerings. The Realm 

financial/membership management solution and an online service 

scheduler have been adopted, at a cost savings to previous 

technology. Our treasurer is looking closely at record keeping.  

The rector has encouraged us to embrace innovative solutions to budget issues that still fit within 

our existing structures and guidelines. The Love Your Neighbor campaign that he designed and 

launched has raised our profile in the U.S. and abroad with well over 1,000 sales. It has allowed 

us to fund special projects or activities not covered by our operating budget.  

In 2019, our long-time parish archivist retired. Looking to the future, we may benefit from 

moving increasingly to digital archives and relocating any physical archives if/when that area of 

the building is renovated. We currently do not have adequate volunteer capacity in this area. 

Governance and Structure 

The organizational structure of an Episcopal church includes a rector (who serves as chief 

executive and has full use and control of the buildings and assets) and other clergy and staff who 

round out the leadership team. The vestry, composed of parish officers (senior and junior 

warden, treasurer, and registrar/secretary), nine elected members of the parish, and chaired by 

the rector, is the body that holds fiduciary and fundraising responsibility. Episcopal church 

vestries, like other organizations large and small, usually find it effective and efficient to 

accomplish much of their governance work through committees. Committees, which may in turn 

oversee the work of subcommittees and guilds, are composed of lay leaders and parishioners. 

Below, we consider first the bylaws and policies under which All Souls operates. Next, we turn 

to the vestry, and then proceed successively to committees, clergy (including the rector), staff, 

and lay ministers.  

Are other technologies 

needed? Do we fully use 

existing tools and train 

staff and volunteers?  
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Bylaws and Policies 

In 2018, the rector and vestry created a committee to review and propose updates to the parish 

bylaws, including vestry nomination and voting policies. Updates to the bylaws were approved 

by the parish in 2019. COVID-19 has revealed that more work needs to be done on the bylaws to 

make us more adaptable to an online environment. 

Vestry 

Vestry members vary widely in the amount of time they can devote to All Souls. It is important 

that every member dutifully contribute to the work of the vestry – whether that is making phone 

calls for the annual stewardship campaign or in the wake of COVID-19 or leading some program 

or group of the parish.  

Additionally, it is imperative that all vestry members understand the tenets of good governance 

which include being an advocate for All Souls even when friends and respected others make 

disparaging comments. The vestry of an Episcopal church, like the board of a nonprofit, must 

speak with one voice regarding decisions once they are made, and help bring along parishioners 

under their influence, rather than promote discord or divisiveness. Fortunately, this is almost 

always the case at All Souls. A formal process to welcome new vestry members and to provide 

guidance materials may help them better understand their roles and responsibilities. Regular 

vestry training on issues like safeguarding children and youth also needs to become a part of our 

culture and something that prospective vestry members know about and expect when they 

volunteer to stand for election. 

The rector encourages participation by all in vestry meetings and is open to diverse views. He 

informs vestry and leadership about upcoming issues that will need attention and seeks their 

counsel and advice. Some vestry members have expressed a desire to receive materials for vestry 

meetings farther in advance of vestry meetings. 

The departure of any parishioners is an active area of concern among the vestry. The rector and 

wardens note to the best of their knowledge, on a case-by-case basis, the reasons individuals and 

families have either departed or stopped pledging and share this information confidentially with 

the vestry. Our Holy Cow! consultants discourage going to former members to discuss why they 

left, or focusing attention upon them, saying that this is not a productive line of inquiry, 

especially when we have new members seeking engagement. 

Committees 

Functioning committees engage parishioners in the life and work of a parish, help them 

understand what is going on in the parish, and provide a sense of ownership. Yet, a committee 

can only be as effective as its members’ levels of commitment and ability allow. A committee 

structure, complete with identification of subcommittees, groups, and guilds, appeared (at least 

on paper) to be in place for the 2016 to 2017 vestry year. However, a combination of burn-out by 

committee members and leaders, interim year struggles, and departure of leaders rendered most 

of these committees and guilds minimally functional and/or the work of a single person. Today, 
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little vestry work is accomplished by committees and most guild or 

group leaders do not communicate on any regular basis with the vestry. 

This issue has been repeatedly raised with wardens and vestry but 

efforts to recruit new committee leaders and members for even the 

most essential committees have so far not been successful and have left 

too much of the administration of the parish concentrated in the hands of the rector, staff, and 

officers. For example, with no ongoing stewardship committee, the 2019 and 2020 campaigns 

have been under organized and overly reliant on the rector and treasurer. 

All Souls must renew its committee structure and ensure each committee has proper rector input 

and vestry oversight. Creation of written documents with guidelines and processes will help both 

lay leaders and vestry members understand what is expected of them. It is also important to have 

clear records of work that needs to be done, so that (among other things) if a lay leader leaves 

unexpectedly, others can easily take over the work. It can also help with the recruitment and 

training of new leaders if people know what they are agreeing to when they agree to lead a 

committee or guild. 

Clergy 

The rector helps All Souls connect with our bishop and diocese as well as other churches and 

associations (e.g., Consortium of Endowed Episcopal Parishes). This allows him to bring forth 

broader perspectives, which contribute to better decision making. He is in regular contact with 

senior All Souls parish leaders replying promptly to questions. He encourages regular in-person 

meetings (prior to COVID-19). Lines of communication among the rector, wardens, and vestry 

members are open, though communications have appeared to be strained more recently, perhaps 

due to willingness to name and address conflicts.  

Supported by parish leaders, the rector altered liturgical practice and sacristy management to 

challenge and change the liturgical decision-making dynamic between the rector and the lead 

sacristan/acolyte position. The subsequent departure of the lead sacristan caused difficulties 

because it was not preceded by adequate training of replacement leaders and the duties and 

processes of the lead sacristan/acolyte position were not adequately recorded anywhere. More 

work needs to be done to establish and record duties, processes, 

and procedures so that needed work can continue when one 

person is unavailable (perhaps simply due to illness or work 

commitments). This and other areas of dissatisfaction in the 

parish have led to reduced giving by some parishioners.  

Since the 2016 annual parish meeting, over two dozen 

parishioners have departed All Souls but remained in the D.C. area. Many of these left due to the 

acrimony expressed at that meeting, others due to the bishop’s decision to exclude the sixth 

rector from the search, at least one due to a view that the diocese has become too liberal, and 

others due to a sense that All Souls is not adequately concerned about social justice. And most 

relevant to this report section on clergy, some cited the new rector as the impetus for departing. 

While every parish experiences turnover when one rector departs and another arrives, there is a 

strong sense of disagreement and concern among some in the parish about the loss of their 

Might vestry members or 

ambassadors help in this 

regard?  

What committees 

are most needed?  
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friends and their perceptions and/or feelings about the rector’s role in this. Likewise, the rector 

has observed that his communication style around areas of disagreement can be too direct or 

aggressive for some and that he has at times received criticism defensively, appearing to be 

unopen to feedback. At the same time, some parishioners have been aggressive or unkind in their 

interactions with the rector. Strained relationships have followed. 

Vestry members need to listen carefully to their fellow parishioners and find a way to make 

people feel heard about their concerns, but then help them move forward in a constructive 

direction; encouraging people to voice the same complaints repeatedly without resolution, or 

indirectly, doesn’t help them or the parish. It is important for us to create an atmosphere in which 

people are encouraged to respectfully state what they feel and not to stew in silence or vent with 

third parties.  

The rector’s deep involvement in operations leads him and others to feel that he is too often 

distracted by administration. His detail focus can sometimes slow decision making, sometimes 

intentionally and sometimes not. His self-judgment is that he has been slow to implement an 

annual review process for staff for a variety of reasons, although his predecessors were also 

lacking in this area. It would benefit All Souls to make such processes an ongoing part of our 

culture so that each new rector can use them.  

The vestry supported the rector’s pursuit of a call to Navy Reserve chaplaincy. For some 

parishioners, this decision causes concern about the shouldering of a rector’s responsibilities 

while the rector is away for training or duty; others see this as an opportunity to engage in a 

different way with our supply clergy, who may include clergy already known to, and liked by, 

the parish.  

All Souls assisting clergy now include one volunteer assisting priest and one part-time employed 

curate. They contribute richly to the worship and program offerings that All Souls makes 

available. The curate’s term concludes in June 2020. Parish leadership may want to actively 

recruit additional assisting clergy and/or solicit the bishop for placement of a deacon. 

Staff 

Our current music director started initially as an interim at All Souls in September 2017 and was 

then selected by a search process in 2018. He has continued the tradition of offering excellent 

music in the Anglican choral tradition with a choir of mixed ability, a limited and problematic 

organ, and other constraints of budget and liturgical space. Somewhat different than past rectors, 

our current rector sees music planning as part of liturgical planning and prefers to work closely 

with the music director. This dynamic is not unusual among Episcopal parishes and is embraced 

by our current music director, who is well-accepted now by choir members after some initial 

resistance. 

The parish coordinator role is new and encompasses many aspects of the former parish 

administrator role. To All Souls’ benefit, our parish coordinator, hired in June 2019, is present at 

All Souls on Sundays several times per month in alignment with her employment agreement. 

Given her seminary training, she also has the capacity to preach. Because this is a new role, it 
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may be helpful to have more communication with the vestry and the parish about her work and 

what people can expect from her.  

All Souls employed a part-time bookkeeper until late 2017 when we engaged an outside 

bookkeeper and reduced our associated costs.  

A part time formation leader was added to staff in 2017, to bolster our efforts among children 

and parents and help expand other adult offerings. 

A variety of Sunday-only staff members support our Sunday morning parish life, including a 

sexton, two nursery workers, and several staff singers. The rector and wardens have identified a 

need for the sexton role to change and evolve to better meet our needs in coming years. 

Lay Leaders and Ministers 

Here a lay leader is anyone who leads any initiative, group, guild, or ministry of All Souls, which 

implies some overlap with vestry members. By lay minister we mean anyone who may 

participate in a non-leader capacity for any All Souls worship service, gathering, or community 

service effort such as working at Christ House.  

The current treasurer and junior warden at All Souls support the operational work of the parish 

far beyond typical expectations of these roles. They have been especially engaged over the last 

couple of years as All Souls transitioned from a part-time bookkeeper on staff to a bookkeeping 

service and then a year later to the change of the parish 

administrator role to that of parish coordinator. Day-to-day 

management of the parish will be challenged if the current 

treasurer and junior warden bring their efforts to an end or if 

these roles become occupied by parishioners with less 

availability or different skills.  

The dynamics of some lay leadership roles have changed during the current rector’s tenure, 

which may not be fully understood or intended by him and merits review and understanding. 

There are certainly opportunities for the rector to give greater autonomy to lay leaders and for lay 

leaders to work more collaboratively with the rector. 

Following the departure of the lead sacristan, other lay liturgical leaders have stepped up their 

involvement and have welcomed new acolytes including youth, although that has presented its 

own challenges, as some of them are less consistent in their participation and seem less willing 

or able to take on some of the more challenging roles, such as thurifer and subdeacon.  

Parish leadership participated fully in an extensive search for a new organist and director of 

music (2018). The rector is not hesitant to ask parishioners to lend their talent, time, or treasure 

where he believes they can contribute.  

Many lay leaders appear to participate only in their preferred Sunday morning service. Greater 

attendance at weekday, Ash Wednesday, Holy Week, Pentecost, All Souls, or other special 

services would broaden their parish exposure, engagement, and spiritual lives. 

Choir members, including lay leaders, appear resistant at times to changes or trials such as the 

use of paid singers in roles other than section leaders or occasional soloists. Parishioner choir 

How do we ensure the 

vestry and committees truly 

reflect All Souls parish?  
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members, due in part to rehearsals on Sunday mornings, tend not to participate in other aspects 

of church life such as opportunities for fellowship, formation, and parish forums/meetings.  

An opportunity exists for ushers (prior to services) or others (assigned greeters at the entrances to 

the undercroft after services) to ensure visitors and newcomers feel welcome. 

New lay leaders have stepped forward to make significant 

contributions to the life of All Souls, but other lay leaders either 

contribute to or fail to challenge a culture of inflexibility, 

criticism, and gossip. Lay leaders sometimes struggle to counter 

negativity from fellow parishioners that may stem from any 

number of reasons including liturgy change, program change, 

lower attendance, pledging, or member departures.  

The Innovation Hub, funded by the Lilly Endowment, showed the capability of our lay leaders to 

discern approaches and take action to engage young adults, which abound in our neighborhood. 

There is likely more that can be done to provide lay leaders with the training and resources they 

need to lead their groups efficiently and effectively lead; this could include communication tools 

as well as guidance on regular reporting. Even annual reporting would be an improvement over 

the current situation for most groups. Technology, perhaps Realm or Microsoft Teams, could 

have a positive effect. 

Endowment Board 

The members of the endowment board take seriously their charge to safeguard and grow the 

parish’s invested assets. In recent years there have also been serious disagreements among vestry 

members, wardens, the rector, and endowment board members about appropriate uses of 

endowment funds, stemming in large part from disagreements that arose during the last capital 

campaign. The parish has been extremely lucky to have financial experts volunteer their time 

managing the endowment, but there should be a transition plan for a time when this may no 

longer be the case. Some have observed that membership of this board may be somewhat static 

and too narrowly composed, demographically. 

Summary 

All Souls’ unique history has a definite impact on who we are today both in terms of our 

strengths and our opportunities for growth. We offer a wonderfully rich tapestry of hands-on 

opportunities to aid parishioners on their spiritual journeys, especially given our size and budget. 

Additionally, our rector and lay leaders have worked diligently to steward our assets in service to 

our mission. Opportunities for governance improvement exist including formation of a 

committee structure and clarity of expectations of vestry members and lay leaders. Our rector has 

led development of a significant body of programmatic offerings and has increased transparency 

through parish family meetings. He has also responded to COVID-19 by leading the production 

of excellent recorded Eucharistic services. He acknowledges interpersonal challenges with some 

parishioners and former parishioners, some intentional and some not, while other parishioners 

have clearly been attracted to All Souls through their positive interactions with him. We are 

How can we help people 

feel heard and yet move 

them toward more positive 

outlooks?  
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fortunate to have staff members deeply engaged in their work at All Souls. Various lay leaders 

demonstrate an unwavering commitment to All Souls on whose mission they expend 

considerable time and talent. As in the past, All Souls struggles to engage enough lay leaders 

who are not only committed but also knowledgeable and available, and we face budgetary and 

physical plant challenges.  

This SMR team recognizes an apparent greater degree of conflict, or at least of acknowledged 

conflict, in recent years at All Souls going back at least to the 2016 interim process. It is difficult 

to estimate the extent to which our conflicts reflect increased societal polarization and 

intolerance. The conflicts in the parish prior to and during the 2016 interim period that carry 

through to today and the departures of more than a few lay leaders during that time were 

challenges facing the eighth rector that may not have been fully communicated or appreciated.  

In addition to All Souls’ specific difficulties listed above, national and regional trends affecting 

church attendance and giving also affect All Souls (see Appendix C). 

All Souls must face its present challenges and the significant unresolved conflicts that are 

undermining morale and restricting growth.  

How can we attain or regain a more Christ-like 

spirit of tolerance and forgiveness toward one 

another throughout the parish?  
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Appendix A: Church History  

From its founding in 1911, All Souls’ first four decades were presided over by its founding priest 

and first rector, who served without pay, and his son, who ministered with his father and became 

All Souls’ second rector when his father died by suicide. The parish was originally named and 

dedicated All Souls Memorial Church in large part to honor the tragic death of another member 

of this family. The new parish rallied around and was inspired by the founding family, and when 

the second rector retired, the church had been built, expanded, and paid off, and the congregation 

was flourishing. The parish welcomed its third rector in 1948. He served for more than 25 years 

and led the parish in an increasingly conservative direction, distancing it from the diocese and 

taking a strong stand against the ordination of women. The parish attracted new members who 

were in alignment with these stances. 

All Souls’ fourth rector was installed in 1974 and led the parish in a variety of new directions. 

Over the next few years, the parish hosted a Spanish language congregation, a preschool, a 

farmer’s market, and the offices of a non-profit organization. The parish also began allowing 

women to serve on the vestry and begrudgingly adopted the 1979 prayer book, the last parish in 

the diocese to do so. The parish experienced significant conflict, financial problems, and was 

distracted by lawsuits brought by a rectory tenant. The fourth rector resigned abruptly in 1987. 

The parish struggled and declined significantly over the next four years. An aged and often ill 

diocesan canon led the parish for the first two years. All Souls’ fifth rector served during the next 

two years, until he was forced to resign after infidelity and the ensuing public divorce.  

A long-time member and former senior warden noted that after years of disagreements and 

difficulties, “leaders who gave the impression that new people were not welcome,” and a history 

of contention with the bishop and diocese, “the congregation was fractured and fractious” (All 

Souls Centenary History). After calling a special parish meeting in September 1991, the bishop 

appointed a priest-in-charge and insisted that the parish: come to terms with its history, 

celebrating the good and eliminating the bad; discover a new identity; deal with shifts of power; 

reaffirm connections with the diocese and broader church; and commit to new leadership.  

In 1992, All Souls called its sixth rector who earlier had been a volunteer in the parish prior to 

his ordination. At the urging of the senior warden and the bishop, he made public his committed 

relationship and became one of the diocese’s first openly gay rectors. The sixth rector proved to 

be a charismatic leader who was already deeply loved by longer-term parishioners and those who 

flocked to the church during his tenure. Sunday attendance increased dramatically. The sixth 

rector led All Souls from “low church” to Anglo-Catholic ritual and back to Rite I after it had 

been using Rite II for a period of years. A significant number of parishioners were attracted to 

All Souls from St. Paul’s Parish on K Street. Many new parishioners were gay men and lesbian 

women, to a lesser extent, who found the church uniquely open to them. This was a time when 

AIDS was the scourge of the gay community, and the existential threat may have caused more 

gay men to seek spiritual community than otherwise would have been the case. All Souls’ 

hosting of the Episcopal Caring Response to AIDS benefits in 1993 and 1994 likely helped 

cement All Souls’ position as THE Episcopal parish for gay men and their allies. However, the 

http://images.acswebnetworks.com/1/3016/HistoryofAllSoulsCentennial.pdf
http://images.acswebnetworks.com/1/3016/HistoryofAllSoulsCentennial.pdf
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sixth rector’s appeal was not limited to gay men. The parish flourished under his leadership and 

new structures and traditions came into being. Yet, even in the years when All Souls was the 

primary Episcopal parish in the diocese of Washington viewed as “High Church” yet warm, 

welcoming, and progressive, there were budgetary constraints, membership and attendance 

waxed and waned, and there were some points of conflict, such as the sale of the rectory in 2002. 

Linked to the appeal of the rector, All Souls was seen by some parishioners as a sort of social 

club. Formal dinners or receptions in the homes of parishioners offered opportunities to 

socialize. Festive themed celebrations in the undercroft brought the parish family together. Yet, 

with all this socializing, or perhaps even because of it, a perception of cliquishness was 

acknowledged during the sixth rector’s tenure that seemed unaligned with All Souls’ mission and 

ministry of inclusion. 

The sixth rector’s resignation in the summer of 2005 to become rector of a parish in Chicago, 

deeply saddened many who found a home at All Souls during his tenure and developed a deep 

friendship and bond with him. The interim period was somewhat difficult, with membership and 

financial declines customary during an interim period. The interim rector, the parish’s first 

female rector, experienced resistance, some of which was documented in the doctoral 

dissertation she wrote during this time based on her efforts to develop lay ministry at All Souls 

during the interim. She accepted a call to another parish several months before the planned end 

of her term. We celebrated with her and sent her with our best wishes. 

Our seventh rector, called in late 2007, a partnered gay man from a famous Anglo-Catholic 

parish in New York City, continued many of the practices of the sixth rector, with few changes 

to liturgy or programs, in keeping with the wishes of many parishioners who were happy with 

the way the sixth rector had left things. The seventh rector worked to expand All Souls’ visibility 

into surrounding neighborhoods by being personally present, along with his partner, at the 

Adams Morgan Day Festival, the Capital Pride Festival, and other neighborhood activities. The 

sense of All Souls as a place of social community continued during his tenure as evidenced by a 

2011 survey in which over half the respondents noted ‘People/Sense of Community’ as their 

number one reason for coming to All Souls. Additionally, he led the parish into a major capital 

campaign and construction of an impressive accessibility wing.  

The seventh rector served All Souls well, and some parishioners formed deep personal 

connections with him. Many longer-term members, however, did not seem to hold him in the 

same tight embrace with which they had held the previous rector, with whom many continued to 

be friends. Thus, when our seventh rector announced his call to another church in late 2015 and 

it became known by a few parishioners that the sixth rector was open to returning to All Souls, 

some of them began working to that end. 

There were various reactions among those who learned of the possibility over time; some 

wholeheartedly supported it, others were open or indifferent, and still others found it problematic 

to varying degrees. Ultimately the matter was taken to the diocesan bishop who, in a decision 

that caused considerable dissension in the parish, determined that the return of a rector to a 

former parish was ill-advised and disapproved the sixth rector’s candidacy. At the same time, a 

wide variety of parishioners were becoming polarized by the personal style and approaches of 
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the interim rector. These rifts reached a crescendo at the May 2016 Annual Parish Meeting with 

name calling and personal attacks. After that meeting, parishioners on either side of the 

argument, which ostensibly was about household power concentration, departed All Souls. 

Others departed who were upset by their perception of the parish’s treatment of the interim or her 

sudden departure. Neither a conflict resolution process nor a new interim was engaged. The 

parish was served by supply priests for the next six months until the eighth rector arrived. 

With many bright spots and much fruitful ministry, All Souls’ first century is marked by a 

relatively small number of long-tenured rectors and a parish identity that shifted dramatically 

around the personalities and priorities of each one. This rich history, including the periodic 

trauma of conflict, offers a snapshot of our past. The SMR focuses on the last three years of 

shared ministry with the eighth rector. 
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Appendix B: Programs 

Here we present details about programmatic initiatives since 2016. 

The rector has worked to build programs that engage the congregation and respond to interests or 

weaknesses revealed by the Renewal Works survey. Emphasis was placed on programs to 

encourage spiritual growth, attract families with children, attract newcomers, and engage 

parishioners in service. Initiatives include: 

● A reinvigorated Adult Forum program focused on issues of personal and communal 

spiritual growth. The rector leads most sessions, with occasional sessions led by other 

clergy or lay leaders. 

● A new Education for Ministry group, part of the world-wide program based at Sewanee, 

with a trained facilitator and sustained interest/commitment from parishioners who have 

committed to this 4-year program for formation and spiritual growth. 

● An annual Catechumenate program for adults seeking a deeper understanding of their 

faith and the Episcopal Church, in preparation for baptism, confirmation, reception, etc. 

● New “small groups” designed to bring adults together for faith sharing and formation, 

around areas of shared interest. Groups small enough (4-8) to encourage deeper sharing 

and trust development, which can be difficult in larger groups, were highly encouraged 

by the diocesan bishop ruing her last official visit with the vestry. 

● A paid staff role for expanded and consistent leadership of Sunday School programs for 

children and support for parents. Sunday school participation has increased, and new 

families have been attracted. 

● A two-year “Innovation Hub” partnership with Wesley Theological Seminary, the only 

Episcopal church to be invited, resulting in a $20,000 grant to experiment with 

programming specifically designed to engage folks in their 20s and early 30s. Programs 

included a Living Compass initiative with college interns in the neighborhood, 

development of the Sunday Evening Yoga and Prayer service, stepped-up celebrations of 

Mardi Gras, initial costs and efforts related to starting a D.C. chapter of Holy Hikes, two 

poetry slams, including one that garnered national Episcopal press attention.  

● A new Scouts BSA troop for girls, one of the nation’s first to be chartered, with 

opportunities for parishioners to be involved in leadership and supporting capacities. 

● A year-long hosting of the Cleveland Park library’s children’s programming, garnering 

both revenue and exposure to neighborhood families. 

● The Love Your Neighbor initiative, which has garnered both revenue and a high amount 

of interest and exposure on social media and both local and national news media.  

● The resumption of All Souls as a D.C. polling location, and participation in the founding 

of a Main Street initiative for Woodley Park, both of which connect us to our local 

neighborhood. 
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● Partnership with the bishop of Cuba to adopt and partner with a Cuban parish for ongoing 

service, mission, and relationship building with Episcopalians of a different cultural 

context.  

● Encouragement and behind-the-scenes support for annual backpack and giving tree 

service projects with Housing Up as well as recruitment of leaders, event participation, 

and support for other service projects, including ongoing ministry with Christ House, 

Samaritan Ministry fundraising and volunteerism, a Habitat for Humanity build, a 

Cleveland and Woodley Park Village volunteer day, a Rock Creek Conservancy 

volunteer day, and the year-long effort to adopt and provide support for a refugee family 

from Afghanistan.  

● A new “All Souls 101” initiative seeks to gather, contact, and incorporate newcomers. 

Supported by staff and the junior warden, it includes tracking and follow-ups. This aligns 

with our Bishop's encouragement to provide a clear pathway to parish involvement.  

● Exploration and development of a childcare initiative designed to engage new families as 

well provide capital and ongoing revenue. 

Our volunteer assisting priest ably and faithfully shepherds a flourishing women’s group 

ministry that includes monthly meetings as well as retreats and quiet days that are open to all. 

This helps counter an overall parish atmosphere that some women felt catered largely to (gay) 

men. The group established a monthly arts program at St. Mary’s court.  

Our curate has supported many of the initiatives outlined above and coordinated the Thirsting for 

Justice program with St. Margaret’s. Having a second priest on paid staff has allowed expanded 

programmatic efforts throughout the system.  

 

 

Fellowship 
Upon arrival to All Souls, the rector participated in a series of dinners with anyone in the parish 

who wanted to take part. He has encouraged and supported Foyer Dinners and accepted all 

invitations to attend. He recruited a new Foyer Dinner coordinator and encouraged a shift in their 

design to encourage fellowship among newer and existing parishioners.  

 

The rector participates in most parish gatherings and launched the annual All Saints potluck 

dinner. He hosts welcome gatherings for newcomers and catechumenate groups, etc. New 

building signage inside and out and new nametags help make All Souls more welcoming to all.  

 

The rector encourages advanced scheduling of group gatherings and works to ensure that known 

gatherings are featured in The Weekly. He devised a periodic “Guidebook” to help parishioners 

find their way into fellowship and community-building opportunities. 

What to continue; what to sunset?  
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Appendix C: Metrics  

 

Data from the Pew Research Center show that Protestants and Catholics are shrinking as a share 

of U.S. population. 

Percentage of U.S. adults who identify as . . . 
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Average Sunday Attendance (ASA) trends for the past 10 years at All Souls, in the Diocese of 

Washington, in Province 3, and in the Episcopal Church overall are shown in the following chart. 

For 2019, only All Souls Data is available. 
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Appendix D: Select Reference Materials 

All Souls 2016 Parish Profile 

All Souls 2006 Parish Profile 

All Souls 2011 Congregational Survey 

All Souls 2014 Renewal Works Survey Highlights 

All Souls 2015 Vestry Survey Notes 

All Souls 2017 Moving Forward in Faith Recap 

2019 Diocesan Strategic Plan 

Unstuck Church Assessment Results 

Holy Cow! Assessment Summaries 

https://www.edow.org/strategic-plan
http://www.allsoulsdc.org/governance

